
  
 

 

 

Toshiba unveils the Qosmio X870 – 

turbo-charged performance for games and movies 

 
 Next generation NVIDIA

®
 GPUs provide stunning graphics performance 

 17.3” Full HD LED 3D display ensures maximum detail and incredible visuals 

 Harman Kardon™ speakers and SRS Premium Sound 3D deliver exceptional audio 

 

London, UK, 7
th

 March 2012 – Toshiba UK today unveils its most advanced gaming laptop to date – 

the new Qosmio X870. Designed for gaming and multimedia enthusiasts, the X870 offers a first-class 

specification, with advanced graphics performance, incredible imaging technologies and a striking 

design creating an impressive and powerful package to satisfy even the most demanding user. 

 

Next level performance  

The Qosmio X870 is powered by the latest Intel
®
 processors, ensuring fast loading times and solid 

performance from a range of demanding applications. Generous RAM capacity guarantees that the 

most power-hungry games run smoothly, and also enables multiple task-intensive programs to run 

smoothly without a dip in performance. The inclusion of next-generation NVIDIA
®
 graphic processors 

also contributes to incredible hi-resolution images and stunning 3D renders in both gaming and movie 

playback. 

 

A stunning 43.9cm (17.3”) TruBrite
®
 3D screen displays games and movies in glorious Full HD quality 

(1920x1080p), providing incredible on-screen detail. The display’s LED backlighting provides crisp 

visuals, vibrant colours and sharp contrast, while Toshiba’s Resolution+ technology delivers optimum 

picture quality – enhancing sharpness, colour and contrast from Blu-ray, DVD and even web content 

to ensure all content is displayed with brilliant definition. A speedy response time of just 5ms all but 



  
 

 
eradicates screen lag, making the screen perfect for gaming, while a 120Hz refresh rate eliminates 

motion blur – ideal for the faster-paced visuals found in racing games, shooters or sports titles.  

 

Entertainment in a new dimension 

The Qosmio X870 enables enthusiasts to enjoy the latest HD and 3D content straight out of the box, 

thanks to a combination of an integrated 3D Blu-ray™ player
i
 and a pair of bundled NVIDIA

®
 3D 

Vision glasses. For users wanting to enjoy 3D films or play 3D games in larger groups, HDMI
®
 

connectivity outputs 3D content to any 3D TV for big-screen playback. Ordinary DVD content can also 

be instantly converted from 2D to 3D, breathing new life into existing DVD collections. 

 

Exceptional sound quality is provided by four advanced stereo speakers designed by sonic specialists 

Harman Kardon™, which combine SRS Premium Sound 3D software and Slip Stream technology to 

ensure the laptop’s audio performance goes hand-in-hand with the striking visuals. As a result, all 

audio is crisp, dynamic and bass is distortion-free, even at full volume – providing a leading audio 

visual experience during games, movies and music playback. 

 

Storage and connectivity, without compromise 

The Qosmio X870 offers next-generation storage for the most demanding multimedia enthusiasts. Up 

to 2TB of hard disk drive (HDD) provides a vast capacity for storing movies, tracks or digital images, 

while an optional hybrid drive combines a HDD with an additional solid state drive (SSD), providing 

advanced performance for gamers who want speedy loading times and faster booting.  

 

An optional Blu-ray™ rewritable disc offers added flexibility – making it easy to back-up digital image 

collections, music libraries or multiple high definition video files in one place. Four USB 3.0 ports 

provide instant data transfer between compatible devices at speeds up to ten times faster than with 

USB 2.0, while the latest Wi-Fi standard support (802.11b/g/n) also ensures fast, reliable and secure 

wireless access – ensuring internet connections remain stable during online gaming, when streaming 

videos or downloading files. 

 

Designed for gamers 

The Qosmio X870 features an ‘Anodized’ dark aluminium design on the lid and along the palm rest, 

which is complemented by a stylish red trim. Additional red accents on the speaker grille and around 

the large clickpad contribute to a distinctive style, and an illuminated Qosmio logo on the lid offers the 

reassurance of a rich gaming heritage. Red-tinted, backlit tiled keys enable users to navigate the 

keyboard quickly and easily in low light. 

 

The Qosmio X870 will be available from Q2 2012.  

 

Qosmio X870 details 

 Latest Intel® processors   



  
 

 
 Next generation NVIDIA® GPUs 

 43.9cm (17.3”) TruBrite
®
 Full HD screen with LED backlighting (1920x1080p, 16:9, 5ms response time) 

 Up to 2TB hard drive or  hybrid drive SSD option 

 Optional Blu-ray™ ROM or DVD SuperMulti drives 

 Resolution+ upscaling technology 

 4x USB 3.0 including 2x Sleep-and-Charge USB 

 HDMI
®
, RGB connectivity 

 Gigabit Ethernet LAN 

 Bluetooth 4.0 

 Dedicated headphone port & microphone port with Sleep-and-Music 

 Full HD web camera with Face Recognition 

 Red backlit tiled keyboard 

 Large clickpad with multi-touch control 

 Harman Kardon
®
 stereo speakers with Slip Stream technology, SRS Premium Sound 3D   

 

- ENDS- 

 

Media Contacts 

For more information on specifications or press images, please contact the Toshiba team at Fever on 

020 7792 7488 or toshiba@feverpr.com. 

 

Connect Online 

Visit Toshiba’s website for the latest product details, specifications and more: www.toshiba.co.uk 

Alternatively, connect with Toshiba on our social media channels: 

www.facebook.com/toshibauk; www.twitter.com/toshibauk; www.youtube.com/uktoshiba 

  

All trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners. 

Exact product specifications depend on model and local availability. 

 

About Toshiba 

Toshiba is a world leader and innovator in pioneering high technology, a diversified manufacturer and 

marketer of advanced electronic and electrical products spanning digital consumer products; 

electronic devices and components; power systems, including nuclear energy; industrial and social 

infrastructure systems; and home appliances. 

 

Toshiba was founded in 1875, and today operates a global network of more than 490 companies, with 

203,000 employees worldwide and annual sales surpassing 6.3 trillion yen (US$77 billion). Visit 

Toshiba's web site at www.toshiba.co.jp/index.htm. 

                                                           
i
 Blu-ray playback on select models 
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